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Blind is an emotional VR thriller about a woman
suffering from early-onset Alzheimer's. The world

she remembers is fading, and her husband
struggles to understand her delusions and slowly

loses his own sanity as well. The original
soundtrack by composers Adam Rank and Julian
Nott was mixed by Matthew Dearing. The Blume
team and the composer were then able to adapt

the original score to its virtual reality form. Virtual
Reality: VR is becoming popular because we are
now able to interact with it in a completely new

way. VR brings us into another world that is
completely different. VR opens up another

channel of communication with the creator, which
is often different from the traditional media. The

music in VR becomes more vivid and moving,
because its presence in the room is much

stronger. Blind OST: We were completely sure that
we had to create something that will shock the

players in this game, and it did. The whole music
in the game was created as an original

soundtrack, and it was considered to be a
commercial music release. It will be available in

all your favorite music portals and be released as
a physical CD and digital. THIS IS THE OFFICIAL
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CONTENT OF THE VIRTUAL REALITY BRAIN,
PLEASE DOWNLOAD THE FILES FROM THE

WEBSITE AND TURN OFF ANY RETAILERS THAT
HAVE THE CONTENT PROTECTED. Soundtrack

Tracks 1. NO ONE'S HERE Piano 2. AFTERWORD
Piano 3. AMBUSH Drum (Single Bass Drum) 4.

AUTOMATIC Drum (Deep Bass Drums) 5. BLIND
Violin 6. BREAK THE ICE Piano 7. BLIND-DRAMA

Piano 8. CATHOLIC PRAYERS Piano 9. CHILD Piano
10. COUNTRYSIDE Aeolian Harp 11. DISSOLVE

Piano 12. DR. KILMACK Flute 13. HEART ATTACK
Piano 14. HERBIE/CAMSHER Piano 15.

HOMI/CAMSHER Piano 16. JUST ONE MORE TIME
Piano 17. LITTLE B

Features Key:
Land tile combination - turn based game

Each player has different tiles - the goal is to form a unique and harmonious set of tiles. Each player
starts with a first set of tiles, then players switch and get one tile each

Solve the puzzle and win!

The coin collector

Lights out

Ring a chirp
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